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Children�and�vulnerable�people�safety
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Caution!
•   When using the ice making and cooling function, 
   make sure the water source and filter are 
   connected.
•   Before using the product, the filter should be 
   rinsed with water for 5 minutes or 5L of water to 
   ensure that the toner in the filter is rinsed clean.
•   After the refrigerator is connected to the water 
   source, exhaust treatment shall be carried out 
   according to the installation instructions.  After 
   waiting 5 minutes, check the waterway for leaks.
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•   Ensure that the water pressure is within the 
   required specifications. Too high water pressure 
   is easy to cause water leakage, too low water 
   pressure can not support the product function.
•   Do not touch the ice maker with hands or tools in 
   the process of use to prevent damage to 
   personnel or the ice maker.
•   During using the product, please ensure that the 
   ice making machine and the ice storage box are 
   clean to avoid a large amount of dust, solid 
   debris and other pollutants falling into them.
•   Do not allow children to take out the ice box to 
   prevent it from falling off and hurting.
•   There are metal knives inside the ice box. 
   Children are not allowed to play with them to 
   avoid being hurt.
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Packaging�materials

Disposal�of�the�appliance
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Control panel

Water/ ice Dispenser

(Remove away the metal compressor room cover)

Main control board

Power cord

Compressor

External main water valve
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Ice box cover

Ice storage box

Freezer shelves*3

Freezer drawers*2

Freezer balcony*1

Water pipe connector

Fridge balcony*4

Fridge shelves*3

Fridge crispers*2
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Product accessories

Water pipe parts * 1 Water filter * 1 Water pipe connector*1

Water filter connector*2

Anti-slip clips *8

Dispenser water tray * 1 User manual * 1 
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4. There is a water pipe connector at the bottom of the refrigerator freezer. Remove it from the 

    protective cover and disconnect from the water pipe,  and remember to pull the water pipe out of 

    the lower hinge.
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Location

Electrical�connection

Positioning
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Important!
How to install the water filter and water pipe

1.Before installing,  the filter should be rinsing with water for 5 minutes or 5L of water to ensure that the 

   toner in the filter is rinsed clean. 

Water source

Connect tube

Filter 

Basin 

2. Open the refrigerator door and take out the crispers.

3. Take out the rubber plugs on both sides of the water box.

Rubber plugs 

Water box



4. Take out the water filter from the accessory bag, insert the connectors on both sides of the filter, then 

     connect the water pipe and clamp into the anti-slip clips (pay attention to the direction of the filter arrow)

Water filter

Connectors

Water pipes

Anti-slip clips
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5. Assemble the water filter parts with retaining bracket above the water box, and connect the water 

    pipes of water box with water filter.

Fix the water filter parts

Connect the water pipes 

of water box with filter

6. Take off the rubber plug.  Connect the water pipe part to the main valve on the compressor cover 

     with connector, and remember to insert the anti- slip clips,  then connect the end of the water pipe 

     with the nut to the water source.

Take off the rubber plug Connect the water pipe with 

connector,and remember to 

insert anti-slip clips on both 

side of connector.

Water pipe connect the end of the 

water pipe with the nut 

to the water source

Water source



Caution! 

•  The external water source must be clean and the water pressure should be 1.5~7 bar to guarantee 

  proper working.

•  Check the water pipe connection, check whether there are any other things inside the ice making 

  machine and ice storage box.

•  After accessing the water source, open the faucet and check whether there is leakage between the 

  faucet and the connecting pipe. If there is leakage, check the connection of the pipe.

•  Select the water function, use a large cup to press the dispenser, keep the water exhausting for 5 

  minutes until the water is clean and smooth, during the process the water taken out is not drinkable.

•  Select the function of taking ice and breaking ice, use a large cup to press the dispenser, and check 

  the normal operation of the internal motor through the sound judgment.

•  Wait for 3 minutes and check whether the water inlet valve of the refrigerator, the water pipe 

  connectors and water filter are leaking or not.
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SUPER COOLING        ,SUPER FREEZER       ,SMART       ,

ECO

Press the ice off button to control the ice maker. If you want to close the ice maker, press this 

button, then the product will stop making ice until you press this button again.  

“ change your water filter”.

In general, you should need the water filter every 6 months to ensure the highest water quality.

After half a year, the display icon     �� will be lit up for reminding you should replace a new water 

filter.You can purchase a new water filter from the retailer where you buy the refrigerator or the 

after-sales system. After you finish replacing a new water filter inside the refrigerator, you should 

Press this       button and hold for 3s, the display icon        will be extinguished, and the water filter 

will be reset.  

Press this button to receive cubed ice. You can press this button to choose the type of ice to be 

dispensed.

Press this button to receive crush ice. You can press this button to choose the type of ice to be 

dispensed.

Press this button to receive cooling water. You can press this button to choose cooling water to 

be dispensed.      

F

G

Note!
•    When the freezer door is opened or child lock is on, the dispenser will not work.

     you need to close the door or unlock the child lock to receive the cubed ice, crushed ice, cooling    

     water you want.

•   You don’t need ice, turn the function off to save energy.(see ice off above)

•   If water is not dispensed or dispensed slowly, you need to replace the water filter because it may 

   become clogged.

•   Some areas have large amounts of lime in the water, which causes the water filter to clog more 

   quickly.
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2.5

50

60

8 ICE OFF mode,  the symbol will light on when you touch the      button to close the ice maker, it 

means the refrigerator will stop making ice any more.

REMIND CHANGING WATER FILTER mode,  the symbol will light on when the water filter has 

been used for 6 months to remind you replace a new water filter in time.  Until you replace a new 

filter and keep press the     button for 3s, the symbol will be extinguished.                
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2.5

305 times

3 seconds
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First use
Cleaning�the�interior

How to use the dispenser?
You can get cubed  ice, crushed ice and cooling water by pressing the paddle switch, which is 

selected by displaying the operation panel;

Note! If the paddle switch is pressed continuously for more than 3 minutes, the dispenser will stop 

working to protect the electrical components.  If you need more cooling water or ice, you can release 

the paddle switch and press it again to get more water or ice as you want.

Cubed ice, crushed ice, 

cooling water mode

Paddle switch

Get cooling water
Select the cooling water mode        , place the cup in the middle of the paddle switch, press the paddle 

switch to receive water, and stop pressing the paddle switch after taking an appropriate amount of 

water, and the water will stop flowing automatically.

Note!

•   Wait for 2 seconds before taking the cup away to avoid the water splash out.

•   If cooler water is needed, fill the glass with ice before taking;

•   If more than 800ml of water is taken at one time, water with high temperature may be taken out. In 

   this case, it is recommended to wait half an hour for a cold drink;

Get ice
Select the cube ice mode        or crushed ice mode        to get ice type as you want.   

Place the cup in the middle of the paddle switch, press the paddle switch to receive ice, and stop 

pressing the paddle switch after taking an appropriate amount of ice, and the ice will stop flowing 

automatically. 

Note!

•   Wait for 2 seconds before taking the cup away to avoid the ice splash out.

•   To prevent ice from falling out of the cup, place the cup as close to the dispenser outlet as possible.

•   When taking ice, the internal motor runs to churn ice and break ice, which may produce some noise.

•   After taking ice, please use it as soon as possible to avoid melting ice.
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Important!
This section tells you how to avoid most issues you would happen. We recommend

that you read through them carefully before using the appliance.

�1. �When taking water for the first time or not taking water for a long time, please take out 1~2L of 

      water and pour it away;

�2. �When using the ice maker for the first time or not using it for a long time, the first box of ice cubes 

������should not be used;

�3. �It is recommended to use a cup with a diameter of more than 70mm to take water and ice;

�4. �Do not use fragile containers to take ice cubes, so as to avoid damage caused by broken 

      containers;

�5. �Do not put your hands or tools into the opening part of the distributor, so as to avoid causing 

      failure to the internal mechanism;

�6. �Do not pull the paddle switch too much force, so as to avoid the failure of the paddle switch;

�7. �The ice maker automatically makes ice without manual operation. When the ice storage box is 

      filled with ice (about 1.6kg), the ice maker automatically stops making ice;

�8. �In the smart mode, the daily ice production capacity of the refrigerator is about 1.2kg;

�9. �When the freezer door is open, the ice water distributor is locked and cannot carry out water or ice;

10. When the freezer door is open, if the ice maker is performing the making ice procedure, some ice 

      will fall into the ice storage box.

11. If the ice is not discharged smoothly, please check whether the ice outlet of the distributor is 

      blocked by ice. If so, clean up the ice before taking it;

12. After the refrigerator is powered on in the first time, turn on the ice maker, the ice maker will start 

������making ice about 10 hours later;

13. During the process of using, you may hear the sound of water valve opening, water flowing and 

      ice falling, which is normal;

14. If you are on vacation or do not need ice cubes for a long time, please turn off the ice making 

������function and take out the ice cubes in the ice box to avoid the ice cubes become frozen together 

      to block the outlet.

15. In case of power failure, please clean the food in the refrigerator in time, and clean the ice in the 

      ice storage box to avoid ice melting.

16. Do not eat the ice cubes when they have odor. Check if the filter has expired or if there are 

      unsealed foods with pungent odor in the refrigerator.

How to clean and care the dispenser?
Use a soft towel to clean the refrigerator and ensure to disconnect the power supply before cleaning it.

Please use clean water when cleaning, do not use benzene, diluent, sodium hypochlorite, abrasive, 

bleach and other chemical reagents.  Do not spray detergent directly on the display screen, otherwise 

the printed text on the display screen may fall off.

1) Take down the water box of the distributor regularly and pour out the water inside, and wipe it clean.
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2) Clean the ice storage box regularly

If the ice is not used for a long time or the freezer door is frequently opened, the ice in the ice storage 

box may melt and became frozen together, which makes the distributor outlet blocked. The ice in the 

ice storage box needs to be removed manually.

When cleaning the ice storage box, it is necessary to turn off the ice maker function to avoid the ice 

falling into the refrigerator or the floor.

3) How to assemble and disassemble the ice storage box

Grasp the ice storage box with both hands on the buckle, lift the ice storage box up about 10mm with 

a little force, and then drag the ice storage box out of the fixed buckle;

12

After taking out the ice storage box, take out the internal ice manually and carefully, and then clean 

with clean water.

After cleaning the ice storage box, install it as reversed process.

Note!

•   Do not use acid, chemical solvents (alcohol, dishwashing liquid) and other scrubbing;

•   After cleaning, it is necessary to dry the ice box thoroughly before installing in the refrigerator to 

   avoid ice freezing;

•   Use a clean towel to clean the ice outlet, do not press the internal structure with too much force to 

   avoid damaging the internal mechanism;

•   Do not place anything else in the ice outlet to avoid blocking the ice outlet;

•   Do not allow child to climb on the refrigerator, or it may fall down to hurt people.

•   Do not put your fingers, hands, or any other unsuitable objects in the ice chute or ice bucket. This 

   can cause personal injury or material damage.
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Thawing

Ice-cube

Accessories
Movable shelves

Positioning the door balconies
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Daily use
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Helpful�hints�and�tips

Hints for freezing

Hints for storage of frozen food

Hints for fresh food�refrigeration

Hints for refrigeration

Cleaning
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Troubleshooting
If you experience a problem with your appliance or are concerned that theappliance is not functioning 

properly,  you could follow below tips to check the appliance�before calling for service.
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Dispenser couldn’t get 
cooling water

Failing to access the water source 
or open the water valve

Make sure the water source and the 
valve is open

The filter is not installed correctly
Check whether the filter direction is 
reversed

The water valve or connectors are 
not installed correctly

Check whether water valve or 
connectors are reversed

The water is not cooled 
enough

The fridge temperature is set too high Set the fridge temperature lower

Take too much water in one time (1L) Wait for the water cool down

Take the water so often Wait for the water cool down

Dispenser couldn’t 
get ice

No ice inside the storage box

Wait for the ice maker to finish making 
ice (the first time on the refrigerator 
needs to be fully cooled, the ice maker 
will start making ice);

Failing to access the water source or 
open the water valve

Make sure the water source and the 
valve is open

The “ice off” mode is working, it will 
stop making ice

Turn off the “ice off “ mode

The pressure of water source is not 
enough

Ensure the source water pressure is 
1.5 ~ 7 bar

The water valve or connectors are 
not installed correctly

Check whether water valve or 
connectors are reversed

The filter is not installed correctly
Check whether the filter direction is 
reversed

The ice cubes are frozen together in 
the storage box to block the ice outlet Remove the frozen ice cubes

There is something hard in the 
storage box, which prevents the 
motor from running

Remove the thing which blocks the outlet

The doors is not closed totally which 
will make the cold air leak out Ensure the doors is closed totally

The pressure of water source is not 
enough

Ensure the source water pressure is 
1.5 ~ 7 bar

The cubed ice or 
water is too small The water filter is blocked, because 

it has been used too long time Replace a new water filter

The water flow meter is fault Contact maintenance personnel
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